This paper investigates dynamically downscaled regional climate model (RCM) output from the North American Regional Climate Change Assessment Program (NARCCAP) for two sub-regions of the Southeast United States. A suite of four statistical measures were used to assess model skill and biases were presented in hindcasting daily minimum and maximum temperature and mean precipitation during a historical reference period, 1970-1999. Most models demonstrated high skill for temperature during the historical period. Two outliers included two RCMs run using the Geophysical Fluids Dynamics Lab (GFDL) model as their lateral boundary conditions; these models suffered from a cold maximum temperature bias. Improvement with GFDL-based projections of maximum temperature was noted from May through November when they ran with observed seasurface conditions (GFDL-timeslice), particularly for the east sub-region. Precipitation skill proved mixed-relatively high when measured using a probability density function overlap measurement or the index of agreement, but relatively low when measured with root-mean square error or mean absolute error, because several models overestimated the frequency of extreme precipitation events.
Introduction
Most global climate models (GCMs) have spatial resolution of 100 kilometers or lower-relatively coarse with respect to surface-based atmospheric processes. To address this issue, regional climate models (RCMs) are used to dynamically downscale coarse resolution GCM output. But how skillful are regional climate models? This paper uses several members of the North American Regional Climate Change Assessment Program (NARCCAP) ensemble [1] to evaluate temperature and precipitation output in the Southeast United States and to investigate potential sources of model bias. Such evaluation is relevant for water resource managers [2] , agricultural engineers and farmers [3] [4] , and forest managers [5] estimating impacts of potential temperature or precipitation changes, and for those assessing adaptive capacity to climate change [6] - [9] . Central to assessing impacts or developing adaptation policies is the spatial resolution at which climate change scenarios and the limits to predictability of some climate variables at a regional or local scale are presented [10] . Assessing model skill, performing model validation, and determining model bias will influence stakeholder confidence in future projections [11] .
Biases in RCM output occur for various reasons, but the largest source of uncertainty is derived from the GCM providing lateral boundary conditions (LBCs) [12] [13] . Differences in the physical handling of complex atmospheric processes account for the second largest source of uncertainty in RCM output [14] NARCCAP data are structured in a way that allows analysis of both of these sources of error. Each RCM was run first with "observed" boundary conditions from reanalysis data, then each was driven by a set of GCM boundary conditions. This paper uses this structure to evaluate model performance and investigate potential causes of model bias found in each regional climate model.
Although prior skill assessments of NARCCAP model output have focused on the Southeast U.S., such studies have used only a small number of NARCCAP ensemble members, and have evaluated output on only a monthly timescale [15] . This paper presents individual skill metrics for nine NARCCAP members and notes the perceived source of the NARCCAP model bias. Additionally, this work uses four metrics to assess model skill; each providing unique insights into model performance, while other studies used only one skill metric [5] [15] [16] .
Section 2 provides details on each of the datasets used for the model assessment and information on each skill metric. Section 3 provides results of individual NARCCAP ensemble member skill and attributes degradation in skill to biases found in each RCM and GCM used as part of NARCCAP.
Data and Methods
The study area for this analysis focuses on the Southeast United States, defined here as Alabama, Mississippi, Tennessee, Georgia, and North and South Carolina (Figure 1) . Further, the study area is broken into two subregions: a west sub-region made up of Alabama, Mississippi, and Tennessee; and an east sub-region made up of Georgia, and North and South Carolina. Breaking the Southeast U.S. into two sub-regions was done due to the micro-, meso-, and synoptic-scale patterns that impact the two sub-regions differently due to the influence of the Appalachian Mountains and the Atlantic and Gulf Coasts. Similar, yet slightly different, east-west sub-division is noted in work conducted by Bukovsky (2011) [17] , and similar sized sub-domain-based analysis has been conducted for other regional climate model assessments [18] . 
Data

NARCCAP Ensemble Models
Modeling runs for NARCCAP were conducted for the "present climate" with NCEP/DOE Reanalysis II data [19] as boundary conditions as Phase I of NARCCAP and another run in the reference climate (1968-2000) using four GCMs as LBCs comprised Phase II [1] . The NCEP/DOE Reanalysis II dataset provides the equivalent of observed data as boundary conditions for RCMs and allows for the assessment of uncertainties and bias from the RCMs alone. NARCCAP runs were also conducted for future climate (2038-2070) using the Special Report on Emissions Scenarios (SRES) [20] A2 emission scenario.
For this work, nine NARCCAP ensemble members were utilized. Members were chosen based on a necessity to compare a myriad of RCM-GCM combinations, while focusing on multiple runs of the same RCM with differing LBCs. Table 1 provides information on the NARCCAP ensemble members used in this research. In addition to the eight models listed in Table 1 , data from the Geophysical Fluid Dynamics Laboratory (GFDL) model timeslice experiment provided a third RCM run with the GFDL GCM. In the timeslice experiments, the atmospheric component of the GCM is run without the full-coupled ocean component of the model. Instead, the boundary conditions for sea surface and ice for the reference period are based on observed data, and boundary conditions for the future period are derived by perturbing the same observed sea-surface temperature and ice data by an amount based on the results of a lower-resolution run of the full GCM. Excluding the coupled ocean model allows the atmospheric model to be run at much higher resolution because the computational requirements are much lower.
Global Climate Models
The GCMs used as boundary conditions were generated for the International Panel on Climate Change's (IPCC) Fourth Assessment [21] by the World Climate Research Program's (WCRP's) Working Group on Coupled Modeling (WGCM) and hosted on a server at Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory's (LLNL) Program for Climate Model Diagnosis and Intercomparison (PCMDI). To provide a consistent, meaningful, and robust analysis, it was important for multiple models to share the same LBCs. Specifically, GCMs used in this work include the Community Climate System Model (CCSM) [22] , the Third Generation Coupled Global Climate Model (CGCM3) [23] , and the GFDL GCM [24] .
Observed Dataset
A gridded meteorological dataset developed by the University of Washington (hereafter, Maurer dataset) serves as the observed dataset. It is described in Maurer et al. (2002) [25] and available for download at http://www.engr.scu.edu/~emaurer/data.shtml. The Maurer dataset has daily temporal resolution of minimum and maximum air temperature and precipitation from 1950 to 1999 and a spatial resolution of 12 kilometers, covering a domain from 25.125˚N to 52.875˚N latitude and −124.625˚E to −67.000˚E longitude. Additionally, the Maurer dataset treats interactions at the land-atmosphere interchange in a way that is physically superior to reanalysis data. Unlike reanalysis data, the Maurer dataset does not employ the use of soil moisture "nudging" or adjusting, which results in failed closure of the surface water budget. Maurer et al. (2001) [26] showed that the nonclosure term can be of the same order as other terms (e.g., runoff) in the surface water cycle. Although nudging in reanalysis data is designed to bring the model (especially atmospheric moisture variables) closer to observations, this is done at the expense of other components of the water budget, and complicates studies focused on the interaction and variability of water budget components at the land surface (like temperature and precipitation). Maurer et al. (2000 Maurer et al. ( , 2001 ) [26] [27] argue that physically-based land surface model forced with quality controlled surface variables produce better data for diagnosis of land surface water budget simulations.
Data Extraction
To maintain methodological consistency with Perkins' skill score calculation described in the next subsection and adapted from Perkins et al. (2007) [28] , daily values of minimum and maximum temperature and mean precipitation from the dynamically downscaled results and observed data were extracted for the period 1970-1999 from grid points located inside and within a half-degree of the boundaries of the two Southeast sub-regions (east and west). Kjellstrom et al. (2010) [18] found the same skill score metric based on daily data excluding dry events, or monthly data including both wet and dry events, gave very different results in terms of model ranking relative to precipitation output. This was most likely a result of a difference in the underlying probability density functions (PDFs). The same daily data values extracted for the Perkins method were also used for calculation of Willmott's index of agreement, RMSE, and MAE. For comparison of the NARCCAP ensemble members to the NARR and NCEP-driven RCM hindcasts, daily data from 1979-1999 were extracted from the same grid points. A half-degree buffer was chosen due to the spatial resolution of the data and that the data points may not completely lie on or within state boundaries, yet are representative of some portion of the region and sub-region. By extracting daily values at each grid point, it is possible to gauge a model's ability to simulate day-to-day variability rather than long-term averages, giving a proper gauge for testing a model's worth.
Although individual grid points were extracted within the six states classified as the Southeast U.S., all analysis was conducted by aggregating data to the sub-regional scale (rather than grid point by grid point) for several reasons. First, the PDF skill score metric was designed by Perkins et al. (2007) [28] for determination of GCM skill across all of Australia (for the entire country rather than at individual grid locations) and is used in the same manner for regional climate model skill assessments [15] [29] . To maintain methodological consistency with others studies using Perkin's method, aggregation was necessary. Additionally, although Kjellstrom et al. (2010) [15] display skill scores spatially throughout Europe, they average individual grid skill scores to obtain a single skill score for each of their defined sub-regions. Second, aggregating data into sub-regions allows for meso-and synoptic-scale pattern recognition which may not be evident when analyzing at each grid location. To further this point, GCMs were not meant to represent conditions at a single grid point but are more representative of the synoptic-scale (100 s to 1000 s of kilometers). Although RCMs are still not representative of a single grid location they are representative of the meso-scale (10 s to 100 s of kilometers). Third, most crop and hydrological assessments aggregate information from the single grid point scale to a field (or multi-field) or watershed-scale [30] [31] and assessing skill and bias on a sub-regional level is adequate. Lastly, although the information contained within an individual RCM grid better represents conditions within the grid point, models run at 50 km resolution will still have issues with pinpointing information at a specific location (e.g., town, city, weather station, etc.).
Methods
Characterization of climate model forecast skill begins with determining how closely a model's output matches observations. Model skill was measured against the Maurer gridded observed dataset [25] for the Southeast U.S. for monthly minimum and maximum temperature and mean precipitation (utilizing daily data) during a historical reference period, 1970-1999. Skill was determined through calculation of four metrics: probability density function overlap [28] , an index of agreement [32] , root mean square error, and mean absolute error.
PDF (Perkins) Skill Score
We generated probability density functions (PDFs) for monthly minimum and maximum temperature and mean precipitation from each of the downscaling approaches as well as gridded observations for the Southeast U.S.
PDFs can be a convenient way of condensing a vast amount of data to find probability of occurrence of an event [33] - [35] . We calculated the cumulative minimum value of two distributions of a binned value (defined by the user), measuring the common area between two PDFs [28] :
where n is the number of bins used to calculate the PDF, Z m is the frequency of values in a given bin from the model, and Z o is the frequency of values in a given bin from the observed data. Temperature minimum and maximum bins were chosen as the minimum and maximum found in each month's observations, respectively, with a bin size of 0.5˚C, while precipitation ranged from 1 mm•day −1 to the maximum monthly value from observations, respectively, with a bin size of 1 mm•day −1 . Smaller bin sizes allow for the determination of skill with increased precision while larger bin sizes not only reduce precision but lead to slightly higher skill scores due to smoothing of the PDF. Precipitation values below 1 mm•day −1 were not included in the analysis as part of the dataset to create the PDFs because it contributes little to daily precipitation [36] [37] .
This method of determining model skill is highly robust because its calculation does not rely on the underlying data distribution. Perkins' skill scores are based on a scale from zero to one. If the model is able to simulate the reference climate (represented by observed gridded data) adequately, model Perkins' skill score will be high. Conversely, if the model is unable to simulate the day-to-day variability found in the reference climate adequately, model Perkins' skill score will be low. Perkins' method has been used to determine model skill with coarse GCM data [28] [38]- [41] and more recently with RCM output from ENSEMBLES [18] [29] . The method has yet to be applied to individual RCM output from NARCCAP. This simple method gives decision makers insight into model skill in the historical reference period and how much confidence they can place in its projections for future climate, as well as provide information on individual model bias. Willmott et al. (2012) [32] provide another method used to validate model performance. Their dimensionless index of agreement (d r ) is computed by finding the magnitudes of the differences between the model-predicted and observed deviations about the observed mean relative to the sum of the magnitudes of the perfect model and observed deviations about the observed mean [32] . The modified index of agreement is based on the original form of Willmott's index of agreement [42] [43] . Equation (2) illustrates the revised index of agreement presented in Willmott et al. (2012) [32] , of which d r is based:
Index of Agreement
where n is the number of values, P i are the predicted values (model), O i are the observed values, O is the observed mean. Equation (2) is unbounded at the lower values, thus Willmott et al. (2012) [32] chose to refine the index of agreement such that the metric was bounded between −1 and 1. The refined index of agreement is reduced from Equation (2) and written in the form illustrated in Equation (3):
where c = 2, representing the two mean absolute deviation terms in the numerator of Equation (2) . Values close to 1 indicate strong agreement between model and observations while index number approaching −1 illustrate strong deviation of the modeled result from observations. Willmott et al. (2012) [32] argue their modified index is an improvement over other non-dimensional techniques described in several published articles [44] - [47] because of its flexibility, its well-behaved nature, and because it can be used in a multitude of model-performance applications.
Root Mean Square Error and Mean Absolute Error
Equation (4) illustrates the computation of RMSE:
where n is the number of values, y j are the observed values, and ˆj y are the modeled values. Equation (5) illustrates the computation of MAE, following the same notation as RMSE:
Direct comparison of specific daily values from GCM-driven RCM runs were not compared to specific observational values (i.e., January 1, 1979 in the GCM-driven runs were not compared to January 1, 1979 in the observational record) to compute RMSE and MAE because although GCM-based runs have a date and time associated with the output, the output is simply a general time keeping measure. However, over the course of a lengthy climatology (20 -30 years) the intra-and inter-annual variability shown in observations is also illustrated in the GCM-based climatology. For this reason, daily data values for each month within both sub-regions were sorted from lowest to highest with the assumption that general values found in the GCM-driven RCMs are found at some instance in the observational record of the same period.
RMSE is commonly reported in the climatological/meteorological peer-reviewed literature to express model error and aid in quantifying model skill compared to observations [48] - [53] . Additionally, RMSE is a preferred method of expressing model accuracy because it not only includes contributions from each individual data point, but also includes any mean bias error [52] [54] [55] . However, Willmott and Matsuura (2005) [56] argue mean absolute error (MAE) should be reported because it represents a more natural measure of average error with a clearly defined meaning, something RMSE lacks. Both values indicate dimensional (i.e., ˚C for temperature and either percent or mm•day −1 for precipitation) mean model error compared to observations; however, large errors have a relatively greater influence on RMSE than MAE. Both methods were chosen to represent mean model error/skill because a suite of measures is appropriate to gain a well-rounded assessment of skill (Willmott, 1981 ).
Model Bias
Another important aspect of this research was to determine why a model may lack skill. A first step towards this is to determine whether bias occurs in a particular part of a variable's frequency distribution. To this end, Kjellstrom et al. 
Results
Results of model skill and bias are presented in the following subsections for minimum and maximum temperature and mean precipitation. Findings are reported for the entire Southeast, however, the percentile plots displayed and referenced in the paper are taken from one month for each season to provide tangible examples for the east sub-region.
Minimum Temperature
Each member of the NARCCAP ensemble replicates observed minimum temperature well. Perkins skill scores for most RCMs (with the exception of the WRFG models, and RCM3-GFDL and ECP2-GFDL) remain above 0.7 for each month. Index of agreement values generally exceeds 0.5 in each month in both eastern (Figure 2(a) and Figure 2(b) ) and western portions (Figure 3(a) and Figure 3(b) ) of the study region. RMSE and MAE values typically remain below 3˚C for most models (Figure 2(c) and Figure 2(d); Figure 3 (c) and Figure 3(d) ). For the WRFG RCMs, ECP2-GFDL, and GFDL-timeslice, July and August show the worst skill. The degradation in skill for the WRFG RCMs and ECP2-GFDL are attributed to a cold bias between 1˚C to 3˚C as illustrated for July in Figure 4(c) . Additionally, the WRFG model illustrates a slight cold bias in the same months for the NCEP-driven runs (e.g., Figure 5(c) ). The ECP2-GFDL's cold bias in July and August must be a function of the GFDL LBCs, as the NCEP-driven runs of the ECP2 model illustrate a warm bias in all months between 1˚C and 4˚C ( Figure 5(c) ). The GFDL-timeslice, on the other hand, exhibits a warm bias of 2˚C to 5˚C from the 50 th through 99 th percentiles. The cold bias presented in the GFDL GCM over the Southeast U.S. is noted in Freidenreich and Ramaswamy (2011) [57] by a deficit in modeled downward shortwave radiationflux compared to observations. Further, the authors conclude the deficit in downwelling shortwave radiation is due to an over prediction of total cloud amount when compared to observations. The best performing models are the RCM3-CGCM3 and CRCM-CGCM3 which show very little warm or cold bias, remaining within ±2˚C of observations across all percentiles and months, and only a 1˚C to 2˚C warm bias in the NCEP-driven runs. Although a bias of 1˚C to 2˚C may seem rather large, it falls within a commonly known and accepted threshold in climate models [58] [59] .
Interestingly, the two models driven by GFDL exhibit degradation in skill in the winter and early spring, an observation not found in the other ensemble members. Percentile plots reveal these RCMs suffer from significant cold bias between 4˚C and 8˚C. This strong cold bias is passed from the GFDL model to each RCM ( Figure  6) . Conversely, the CCSM GCM exhibits a warm bias between 1˚C and 5˚C in most months which is tempered Percentile plots of minimum temperature bias for the east sub-region from nine NARCCAP ensemble members for January (a), April (b), July (c), and October (d). Labels for the NARCCAP ensemble members: "1" = MM5I-CCSM", "2" = RCM3-GFDL, "3" = ECP2-GFDL, "4" = WRFG-CCSM, "5" = WRFG-CGCM3, "6" = RCM3-CGCM3, "7" = CRCM-CGCM3, "8" = CRCM-CCSM, and "9" = GFDL-timeslice. slightly in the downscaling process by both the MM5I and CRCM, resulting in a slight warm bias of not more than 2˚C in any given month.
Percentile plots for the west sub-region reveal the RCM3-GFDL and ECP2-GFDL models have a more pronounced cold bias than the eastern sub-region, with cold biases from December through March on the order of 4˚C to 10.5˚C for the lower 50 th percentiles. The cold bias must be a function of the GFDL LBCs as both the ECP2 and RCM3 RCMs have a warm bias of 1˚C to 3˚C from December through March with the NCEP-driven runs. Conversely, the GFDL-timeslice's warm bias observed in the east sub-region (2˚C to 5˚C warm bias in above-median temperatures) is even greater in the west sub-region (3˚C to 8˚C warm bias in above-median temperatures), the result of a strong warm bias in the same percentiles with the driving GCM. This bias during the warmest months of the year, especially in the upper percentiles, may have the potential to lead to an increase in nocturnal evaporation from the soil [60] . Enhanced nocturnal evaporation aids rapid daytime temperature increases and contribute to an increased number of heat waves, leading to a positive feedback wherein evaporation is increased leading to drier soil (assuming little to no replenishment) which perpetuates the warm cycle [61] .
Maximum Temperature
Maximum temperature is less skillfully predicted, showing higher bias in both sub-regions. The RCM3-GFDL and ECP2-GFDL models, in particular, show strong cold bias, especially as measured by RMSE and MAE (Figures 7-9) . The low skill values are attributed to a cold bias in the GFDL GCM (Figure 10 ) from winter through mid spring between 3˚C and 7˚C. Although two models with the same LBCs show relatively little skill Percentile plots of maximum temperature bias for the east sub-region from nine NARCCAP ensemble members for January (a), April (b), July (c), and October (d). Labels for the NARCCAP ensemble members: "1" = MM5I-CCSM", "2" = RCM3-GFDL, "3" = ECP2-GFDL, "4" = WRFG-CCSM, "5" = WRFG-CGCM3, "6" = RCM3-CGCM3, "7" = CRCM-CGCM3, "8" = CRCM-CCSM, and "9" = GFDL-timeslice. in replicating daily maximum temperature and have high RMSE and MAE values, the fact the RCM3-CGCM3 illustrates relatively little skill points to a systematic error within the RCM3 itself (Figure 11) , and is not simply an issue of the GCM providing biased LBCs. Conversely, the CRCM-CCSM suffers a reduction in skill from July through September, a direct result of the model exhibiting a strong warm bias from the 50 th percentile to the 99 th percentile and a lesser warm bias in the 1 st through 50 th percentiles. Part of the warm bias can be attributed to the CCSM GCM which shows a warm bias from the 50 th through the 99 th percentiles and a slight warm bias of less than 2˚C from the 1 st through 50 th percentiles while the other part is attributed to the strong warm bias observed with the NCEP-driven runs of the CRCM observed over the same period.
Percentile plots (Figure 10 ) highlight the significant cold bias found within the GFDL-based NARCCAP ensemble members, leading to low skill scores and high RMSE and MAE values. Most months exhibit a cold bias on the order of 4˚C with values as low as 9˚C and 10˚C in winter. Four of the nine NARCCAP members have a cold bias greater than 4˚C during the months encompassing boreal winter, spring, and mid to late fall. The cold bias observed with the GCM-driven runs is partially attributed to the persistent cold bias observed in most months (and percentiles) for each RCM driven with NCEP LBCs. Percentile plots also reveal the CRCM-CCSM suffers from a warm bias, most pronounced from June through September with the largest warm bias occurring from the 50 th to 99 th percentiles. An interesting comparison between the GFDL-driven (RCM-based runs) and the GFDL-timeslice reveals the GFDL-timeslice typically outperforms the RCM-driven GFDL runs, with higher skill-based values and lower error/bias values. This demonstrates how the use of observed sea-surface conditions in the timeslice experiment results in more accurate projections than using GCM-based sea-surface conditions. Additionally, it should be Figure 11 . Percentile plots of maximum temperature bias for the east sub-region from each NARCCAP RCM run with NCEP reanalysis LBCs for January (a), April (b), July (c), and October (d). Labels for the NARCCAP ensemble members: "1" = CRCM, "2" = ECP2, "3" = MM5I, "4" = RCM3, and "5" = WRFG.
noted that the separation of skill and bias metrics of the GFDL-driven models are not significantly different with respect to minimum temperature but are (in some instances) with respect to maximum temperature. This may suggest that the inclusion of observed sea-surface conditions in a regional climate model impacts maximum temperatures more than minimum temperatures. Solman et al. (2008) [62] noted in their RCM-timeslice experiment that maximum temperatures are better represented than minimum temperatures when compared to observations.
The most consistent and least bias model in both sub-regions is the MM5I-CCSM with Perkins skill scores and Willmott values exceeding 0.75, and low RMSE and MAE values between 0.5˚C and 2˚C. Percentile plots concur with the MM5I-CCSM's skillfulness by showing the model rarely deviates beyond ±2˚C from observations across all percentiles (Figure 9 ). The only months in which the MM5I-CCSM observes a small deviation in skill are December, August, and November when the model exhibits a consistent bias throughout all percentiles (slight cold bias in December and November; slight warm bias in August). The MM5I-CCSM is the only model (with respect to temperature) to attain Perkins skill scores of greater than 0.9 for at least eight months, Willmott values of 0.85 for at least eight months, and RMSE and MAE values less than 1.5˚C for 10 months.
Mean Precipitation
Skill associated with NARCCAP output of mean precipitation in the Southeast varies by metric. No discernible relationship between Perkins/Willmott scores and RMSE/MAE for precipitation was found, indicating these metrics quantitatively measure non-Gaussian distributions much differently, with outliers having a much larger impact in the calculation of RMSE and MAE than in Perkins or Willmott's methods. Very rarely is a models' Perkins or Willmott skill score below 0.8, indicating the models are able to adequately reproduce the daily data distribution found in observations, especially considering most data points are contained within the left tail of the distribution, with a very small number comprising the right tail of the distribution. However, a high RMSE and MAE, coupled with high Perkins skill score, indicates the model either under-or over-predicts the quantity and/or frequency of precipitation events in the upper percentiles (from 75 th through 99 th percentile). Although the upper percentiles account for an extremely small portion of the data distribution (while still having a large impact on daily total rainfall), their impact on RMSE and MAE is significant because these values are large outliers from the mean. With few exceptions, Perkins skill scores for most models exceed 0.8, with several in the 0.85 to 0.95 range for both sub-regions (Figure 12 and Figure 13) . Additionally, Willmott index of agreement values mostly fall within the 0.82 to 0.96 range.
The only models to exhibit degradation in Perkins and Willmott skill scores in the east sub-region are the CRCM-CGCM3 and CRCM-CCSM in September and October, with Perkins skill scores between 0.7 and 0.8 (save for CRCM-CGCM3's September Perkins skill score between 0.8 and 0.85) and Willmott values between 0.75 and 0.85. Percentile plots (Figure 14) reveal the CRCM RCMs exhibit a dry bias across all percentiles, but is most pronounced from the 50 th through 99 th percentiles and ranges between 30% and 60% below observations. A similar dry bias is observed from the winter through mid spring and fall for the NCEP-driven runs of the CRCM (Figure 15) . In terms of real numbers, assume the 75 th percentile value from observations was 100 mm•day The west sub-region performs slightly worse than the east sub-region with regards to Perkins and Willmott scores, moreover, RMSE and MAE values are higher for most models, particularly in the winter and spring months. Percentile plots reveal, from December through May, almost all models have a dry bias in the lower 50 th percentiles between 5% and 30%. Although Perkins and Willmott scores are respectable during this period (between 0.8 and 0.9 for both, respectively), indicating the models are able to replicate the daily precipitation pattern, they fail to generate lighter precipitation found in the bottom half of the distribution. Percentile plots of mean precipitation bias for the east sub-region from nine NARCCAP ensemble members for January (a), April (b), July (c), and October (d). Labels for the NARCCAP ensemble members: "1" = MM5I-CCSM", "2" = RCM3-GFDL, "3" = ECP2-GFDL, "4" = WRFG-CCSM, "5" = WRFG-CGCM3, "6" = RCM3-CGCM3, "7" = CRCM-CGCM3, "8" = CRCM-CCSM, and "9" = GFDL-timeslice. GCM-based percentile plots (Figure 15 ) illustrate all three models stay within a bias of ±15% below the 50 th percentile, steadily increasing to a dry bias between 20% and 65% at the 99 th percentile. Most RCMs, except those run by the CCSM GCM, show less dry bias at the higher percentiles. However, some models overcompensate and what was once a dry bias within the GCM becomes a wet bias of the same magnitude in the RCM. This finding is attributed to the wet bias observed consistently in the ECP2, MM5I, and WRFG NCEP-driven models (Figure 16 ) for all months. Additionally, the RCM3-NCEP model illustrates a pronounced wet bias in the highest percentiles from spring through mid summer.
More than half of the models have a wet bias in the 50 th through 99 th percentiles and is a function of a wet bias in the same percentiles for each RCM driven by NCEP boundary conditions. These precipitation amounts do not adequately replenish water supplies and sub-surface moisture due to high runoff rates. Even more troubling is the dry bias observed from most models during the summer across all percentiles. The dry bias within the GCMs noted for the east sub-region is slightly greater in the west sub-region which is maintained, and in some cases enhanced, within the RCMs. The dry bias must be attributed to the GCMs because each RCM run with NCEP LBCs illustrates a wet bias during the summer, with the exception of the WRFG from the 5 th through 50 th percentiles and the CRCM from the 90 th to 99 th percentiles. Although observations show extreme precipitation (both high and low) is increasing across the Northern Hemisphere [63] and U.S. [64] , the models exhibit a propensity toward high-end exaggeration.
Conclusions
This paper uses four statistically-based measures to assess daily temperature and precipitation output (by month) from nine NARCCAP ensemble members in the Southeast United States for an historical reference period, Figure 16 . Percentile plots of mean precipitation bias for the east sub-region from each NARCCAP RCM run with NCEP reanalysis LBCs for January (a), April (b), July (c), and October (d). Labels for the NARCCAP ensemble members: "1" = CRCM, "2" = ECP2, "3" = MM5I, "4" = RCM3, and "5" = WRFG. . Most models demonstrated high skill for maximum and minimum temperature. The outlier models included two RCMs run with the Geophysical Fluids Dynamics Lab (GFDL) as their lateral boundary conditions; these models exhibited a cold maximum temperature bias, attributed to erroneously high soil moisture. Precipitation output showed mixed skill-relatively high when measured using a probability density function overlap measure or the index of agreement, but relatively low when measured with root-mean square error or mean absolute error, because the majority of models overestimate the frequency of extreme precipitation events.
All models reproduce daily minimum temperature trends relatively skillfully. The WRFG RCMs (run with CCSM and CGCM3 LBCs), the ECP2-GFDL, and GFDL-timeslice show reduced skill during the summer months (June, July, and August) while the RCM3-GFDL and ECP2-GFDL exhibit slight degradation from December through March. The most consistently skillful models across all months are the RCM3-and CRCM-CGCM3. Additionally, the WRFG RCMs and ECP2-GFDL exhibit a minimum temperature cold bias of 2˚C -4˚C across all percentiles during the summer while the GFDL-timeslice exhibits a warm bias between 2˚C and 4˚C below the 50 th percentile and 4˚C to 8˚C above the 50 th percentile. December through March cold bias between 4˚C and 10˚C plagues the RCM3-and ECP2-GFDL models. Less overall skill is observed for all models with respect to maximum temperature. The worst performing models are the RCM3-and ECP2-GFDL with strong cold biases between 2˚C and 10˚C for several months. Degradation in skill is caused by a cold bias exhibited in the GFDL GCM that is transmitted and enhanced thought the downscaling process. The most skillful model across all months is the MM5I-CCSM in both sub-regions.
Performance of monthly mean precipitation varies by skill metric. With the Perkins' and Willmott's methodologies, the MM5I-CCSM is the most consistently skillful in all months, and the WRFG RCMs and CRCM-CCSM are the least skillful. By contrast, using RMSE suggests the CRCM RCMs are the most consistently skillful while the WRFG-CGCM3 and GFDL-timeslice are the least skillful. These differences demonstrate that complexity of assessing precipitation skill and the need to incorporate several skill metrics. Additionally, the WRFG RCMs overestimate either the frequency or magnitude of daily mean precipitation as they consistently exhibit wet bias of 15% to 30% (sometimes higher) above the 50 th percentile. The CRCM RCMs illustrate a consistent dry bias between 10% and 40% for most percentiles and months, indicating they underestimate either the frequency or magnitude of daily mean precipitation.
Finally, Perkins' skill score, Willmott's index of agreement, RMSE, and MAE are strongly correlated relative to minimum and maximum temperature because the temperature values are constrained within the Gaussian distribution such that large outliers are rarely observed (as 99.5% of the data values are contained within three standard deviations of the mean). However, little correlation is found between RMSE/MAE and either Willmott's or Perkins' methods relative to mean precipitation. Large outliers from the mean are inherent in the gamma distribution (precipitation) and are enhanced in the calculation of RMSE and MAE because of its value-by-value comparison but not the other two metrics, which evaluate on value-by-value basis relative to the underlying data distribution. This finding indicates multiple statistical metrics should be used to assess rather than one, which is the common approach to model validation in climate research.
